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Abstract 

A novel control method, based on interval analysis, that optimises the control surface (or u

surface) for sampled systems with output disturbances is demonstrated on a driven pendulum 

with actuator constraints. The fitness function to be maximized is the probability of each state 

of the system being controlled to the setpoint without being perturbed to regions that are 

more iterations away from the setpoint. The u-surface is designed by finding all the states 

that could go to the setpoint in an interval and optimising these states. This process is 

repeated (backwards in time) by optimising states that go to the previously optimised states 

until no more states that have not been optimised are found. The proposed control method 

has been applied to the problem of swinging up a driven pendulum from rest to the inverted 

position with constraints on the torque of the motor. This method is computationally 

intensive and time constraints limit its current application to systems of low order. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The aim of this thesis was originally to implement a robust neural network based 

controller on a nonlinear system with constraints. However no satisfactory method 

was found in the I iterature. After experimenting with a number of ideas to develop a 

controller to satisfy the requirements, the idea of u-surface optimal control became 

apparent. However, during the implementation of the u-surface optimal control a 

state space model was used to reduce the computational intensity. 

Objectives of the thesis 

The objectives of this thesis were to investigate the u-surface control method and to 

implement the method on a nonlinear control system. There are many nonlinear 

processes used in industry, of which one important example is the robot arm. The 

nonlinear dynamics of the robot arm are similar in nature to that of the driven 

pendulum system that we have in the laboratory. Therefore the u-surface controller 

was implemented on the driven pendulum. 
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Scope and limitations 

The software designed to generate control surfaces in this thesis synthesises a robust 

controller for sampled second order single input single output nonlinear systems with 

constraints on the control input. The control surface found is optimized to be robust 

to output disturbances. A method for altering the control surface to have better 

performance in the presence of noise has also been implemented. 

Historical background 

While this thesis \\ as underway papers were discovered (Jaulin, et al, 2002, Jaulin and 

Walters, 1997) that used methods similar in nature to the one described in this thesis. 

Plan of development 

The literature review follows in the next chapter. In Chapter 3, the u-surface 

optimisation method is described and then this method is realized in software in 

Chapter 4. A controller, designed using this software, is simulated on computer and 

applied to the driven pendulum experiment in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions are 

drawn from the stLdy and future development is proposed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

The robust control of nonlinear systems with constraints on control and states of a 

system is a problem that is currently receiving a lot of attention in control literature. 

A number of control methods solve this nonlinear problem. Some of these methods 

are: Nonlinear model predictive control (Findeisen and Allgower, 2002); Global 

optimisation methods such as aBB:A global optimisation method (Androulakis, et al., 

1995; Harding and Floudas, 1997); Interval analysis optimisation techniques (Malan, 

et al., 1997; VanAntwerp, et ai., 1999; Jaulin and Walter, 1997; Didrit, et al., 1997; 

Jaulin, et al., 2002; Veht, et al., 2001; Malan, et al., 1997); Optimal trajectory 

methods (El-Farra and Christofides, 2000; Milam, et al., 2000); Energy control 

(Astrom and Furuta, 1996; Chatterjee D., Patra, et ai., 2002). 

The control method described in this paper is very similar to the paper by Jaulin and 

Walter, (1997) that uses interval analysis. There are only a few papers about Interval 

analysis applied to control that have been written (see references above). But 

"interest is growing, as illustrated by a recent special issue of Reliable Computing" 

(quoted from (Garloff and Walter, 2000»). 

The method for designing interval analysis and set computation proposed in Jaulin L., 

et al. (2002) finds a control surface that ensures that all solutions are robust and that 

guarantees that all the states from Xk go to Xk+ I as in the disturbed system. The 
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controller described in this paper is a surface that contains control values for states of 

the system (the u-surface). Very few papers written about systems of this type of 

controller were found (Jaulin L., et al., 2002; Jaulin and Walter, 1997). 

The method investigated should be well suited for low order highly nonlinear systems 

and potentially for neural network modelled systems. Some examples of low order 

nonlinear systems are: Highly exothermic chemical reactions (Henson and Seborg, 

1997), pH neutralizations (Henson and Seborg, 1997) and Hydraulic 

servomechanisms (Rong-Hong, et at., 1997) and robot manipulators (Gupta K.,1997). 

2.1 Interval analysis 

In Jaulin and Walter (1997) they state that: 

"Interval analysis (Moore, 1993) is a fundamental numerical tool for proving 

properties of sets, solving sets of nonlinear equations or inequalities, and 

optimising nonconvex criteria in a guaranteed way." 

Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2 summarizes the work presented by Jaulin and Walter 

(1997) and by Jaulin, et al. (2002) respectively. 
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2.1.1 Introduction to intervals analysis 

Nonmenc1ature: 

x Scalars 

x Scalar intervals 

x Vectors 

x Vector intervals 

An interval is a region defined by Ai = [Xj-,x/] where Xi contains all the elements 

from Xi to X/. A vector interval (XE [Rn) is a box that is the Cartesian product of n 

real intervals Ai. 

x = [x;, xt]x"'X[Xf~ ,x,:] = X, X···X x/l (2.1) 

The intervals are manipulated in a very similar way as their scalar counterparts. For 

example let f: [Rn __ [J«p be a vector function; the "equivalent" set-valued function is 

F: [Rn __ [Rp where [Rf E [Rn. F is a (convergent) inclusion function of f if, for any 

vector interval X, it satisfies the two following conditions: 

f(X) c F(X) 

w(X) ~ ° =} w(F(X) ~ ° 
(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where w(X) is the width of the vector interval of the box X. The width is the length of 

its largest side(s). Note that f(X) is not confined to being a box, compared to F(X) 

that is by definition. Example 1, taken directly from Jaulin and Walter (1997), 

illustrates the calculation of the inclusion function:" 

"Example 1: An inclusion function for 

[

XI XCOS(XI XX2 )+u] 
f(U,x l,x2) 2· 

3x1 -sm(uxx2 ) 
(2.4) 

is 

[
Xl X COS(XI X X 2 ) + U] 

F(X,U) = 2 
3XI - sin(U x X 2) 

(2.5) 

If, for instance, X [0,1]x[0,n/3] and U=[-2,1], then the vector interval F(X,lJ) 

is computed as follows: 

[
[0,1] x cos([0,11 x [0,Jl" / 3]) + [-2,1]] 

F(X,U) = 2 
3x[0,1] -sin([-2,1] X [0,Jl"/31 
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=[ [0,IJxcos([0,7r/3])+[-2,IJ J 
3 x [O,lf - sin([-27r / 3,7r / 3J 

= [[0,]] x [0.5;IJ + [-2,IJJ 
[0,3J - [-I,.J3 / 2J 

[ 
[-2,2J J 

- [-.J3 /2,4 J 
(2.6) 

The operators +,x,- and functions, cos, sin, (.)2 and (.)112 in (2.6) are interval 

counterparts of those in (2.5)." 

Note that an inclusion function is any function that satisfies (2.2) and (2.3). In 

Example 1 a method to get an inclusion function was done by replacing each operator 

by its interval counterpart. It is possible to use other inclusion functions that have 

different performance characteristics as described in T6th and Csendes (2002). 

2.2 Set computation for robust nonlinear control 

In Jaulin, et al. (2002) an efficient method based on set computation and constraint 

propagation is described for robust nonlinear control. This method is described in this 

section. 

A robust controller for the discrete system with perturbations described in (2.7) is 

designed. 

-

x k =f(xk_puk_l,wk_l) kE {I, .. ·,k} (2.7) 

where Wk, Uk and Xk are real vectors that belong to Wk, Uk andXk domains respectively. 

Wk is the disturbance, Uk is the control value and Xk is the state at sampling time k. 

The robust control problem is to control the system from Xo to the final terminal set 

X k under the presence of perturbations Wk. The perturbations Wk are generally 

assumed to be bounded. 
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The robust control problem can be formulated as in (2.8). 

As stated in Jaulin, et al. (2002): 

"finding Uk E Uk such that 

" 

3Uk+1 E U k+1 , ... ,3uf _1 E U j( _1 

VWo E Wo; ···;VWi _1 E Wi _I; 
VXo E Xo;3x , E X I;···;3xi E Xi; 

XI =f(xo,uo,Wo);·· ·;Xi =f(xi.,'Uj( _,'Wj(_,) 

Xk+1 =f(xk,uk'Wk);· ··;Xi =f(Xi .,'Ui_,'Wi_,) 

(2 .8) 

We assume that the sets computations are possible. It is often not possible to do set 

computation exactly, but for systems with low dimensions it is possible to 

approximate the set operations by using interval solvers 

b (if. X JR) n<C lC 

Ax B 

/' 
'Jill. ((A X 18) nc) 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of the set operations used in Table 2.1 

Figure 2.1 . Illustration of set operations used in Table 2.1. It illustrates the operation 

of the following set functions: n,x , \, 7ta 
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Table 2.1 Algorithm of robust set computation control 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Xf := X f 

for k:= k downto 2 
- -I -

X k_1 := X k fl/l"x(Xk_1 x Uk-I \/l"x,u(Xk_1 x Uk_I x Wk_1 \f (Xk»); 
endfor 

A _ I -
Uo :=Uo \/l"u(.xo xUo (l/l"x,u \(Xo xUo xWo \C (XI))); 

~ 

if Uo = 0 "The robust control problem has no solution"; end; 
A 

choose Ii E Uo; 

Xo := Xo 

for k:= 1 to k -1 
X k := X k (l f(Xk.pUk_pWk_l); 

A _ _I -
Uk :=Uk \71 u(Xk xUk xWk \f (Xk+I »; 

12 choose Uk E Uk; 
13 endfor 
Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.] are from Jaulin, et al. (2002). 

As stated from Jaulin, et al. (2002): 

"The set X k represents the set of all state vectors at time k such that if 

XkE X k then for all feasible future perturbations, it is possible to find a control 

such that all future specification are satisfied. 

The set X k represents all possible (i.e. for all feasible initial state and for all 

feasible past perturbations) state vectors that can be reached at time k if the 

past controls Un Uo , . .. ,Uk Uk'" 

The algorithm described in Table 2.1 synthesises robust control sets, if all operations 

are executable and if there exists a robust solution. The method used finds X k eX k 

from the terminal set down to the set X 2 in the presence of output disturbances Wk. 

ThenXk sets are found that can be controlled from Xoto the terminal set passing in the 

presence of Wk. Note that a Uk value is selected from Uk (Le. the set that contains all 

the solutions Uk for ""\-1 to pass to Xk ) and this Uk value is used to generate Xk • In 

general (but not always), the set operations can only be approximated. See Jaulin, et 

al. (2002) for proof that this algorithm is a solution to the robust control problem. 
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Chapter 3 

u-Surface optimisation 

This chapter explains u-surface method. First the model type for which control 

surfaces can be generated is described in Section 3.1 and then the sets and variables 

are stipulated which are used throughout the rest of the thesis (Section 3.2). Finally 

the u-surface synthesis method is described in Section 3.3. 

3.1 The model 

The type of control ~ystem that can potentially be controlled by this method is a 

sampled state space system of the form: 

Xn = f(x, U, w) (3.1) 

where x = [XII-b ... ,Xn-p] are the states, U = [u}, ... ,uq] are the control values, 

w = [Wf"wp ] are the disturbances at different sampling times. The states and control 

values are bounded (i.e. XI E [xl- ,x(], ... , XII E [x~ ,x:], and U\ E [ul ,u( J, ... , 

UII E [u~ ,u: J). Note that Xk can be a vector containing more then one state at a given 

sampling time. 
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u-Surface Optimisation control is limited to time invariant systems. Presently fixed 

setpoint has been implemented, but setpoint tracking is possible but it requires a large 

amount of computer resources (memory) and so might not be practically feasible on 

real systems without further research into technical matters. 

The software that generates the control surfaces is called "The reflection generator 

with output disturbance optimisation" (RD) and has been written in Matlab (as 

described in Chapter 4). It has been written to optimise 2nd order sampled state space 

systems of the type: 

(3.2) 

where Xn and 

X2n E [xi ,x;] a forth order Runga-Kutta as described in Zill and Cullen (2000) was 

used to calculate Xn from x/I' The output disturbances are WI and W2 and have a 

known probability distribution, and Un is the control signal to the system 

(un E [u- ,u+]). This software was used to generate a u-surface controller for a 

driven pendulum. The model of the pendulum and results of the simulations are given 

in Chapter 5 (Simulations). 

3.1.1 Disturbance of the system 

Most real systems have disturbances affecting the system and to control a system 

optimally these disturbances need to be considered. Figure 3.1 contains most of the 

disturbances, noise ;md parasitics present in a system. In the control method 

examined, the controller is only designed to be robust with regard to output 

disturbances (d(x)). An example of an output disturbance would be knocking the 

pendulum of the driven pendulum. 
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d(x) 

k(x) 

~-------------~QSjr-----------~ 
ZOH 

Fig. 3.1 Model of the system with disturbances, noise and parasitics. The signal lines 

from the output of g(x) to the input of k(x) contains all the states of the 

system. A State estimator may be required to calculate the states of the 

system. 

If the probability distributions of vex) and delta_g(x) are known, it is possible to 

calculate the equivalent output disturbance with stochastic methods (Naprstek, 2000). 

So a controller design method that only generates a robust controller for a system with 

output disturbances can be used to design a robust controller for a system with vex) 

and delta _g(x) disturbances as well. It is important to note that the equivalent output 

disturbance distribution will be dependent on the model of the system and current 

state(s) of the system. The development of this equivalent output disturbance is 

beyond the scope of thls project. 

3.2 Sets and variables definitions 

The following intervals sets have been adapted from Jaulin L., et al. (2002) and are 

used throughout the rest of the thesis. These sets have been wTitten here to be referred 

back to while reading the thesis. 

1. a set A of n subsets C} , ... , Cn (that are domains of the x states in Equation (3.1). 

Note that the subscript i is not the same as the subscript of x). The Ci domains are 

called regions and the i subscript is the value of the region. Cj contains the x states 

that are an equal number of iterations away from the fixed setpoint. 

2, a set B of n subsets bi}, .. " b nj , where bijECi. The u-surface is approximated by a 

grid of squares with piecewise flat surfaces. bij represents a square domain where i 

indicates what Ci region the domain is in and j is an index to the particular block. The 
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center value of the by block is "center(bij)" and the center of a b block closest to Xk is 

given by "round(xk)". If bij value is at the edge the Cj region then it will have comer 

values (rim values) at the boundary of the region (see Figure 4.1.). These are referred 

to as "rim(bij)". 

3. a set T of n subsets VI , .. . ,Vn (the Vi are V Vi: f(Vi, Ci)E {CI , ... , Ci-l}. The Vk 

subset is a region that contains all the possible control values to control the system 

from Ci to {c I" .. , Ci-/} without the effect of disturbances. 

4. a set Y of n subsets VI, ., "Vn • The v/s are the control surfaces such that 

r(Vi' Ci)E {CI , •• " Ci-l} Note that Vi is not unique in general and Vi cVj , The control 

value or domain for a state or domain Zt respectively is represented by Vj(Zt). 

5. a set G of n subsets r] , ... ,rn. The r/s are the fitness surfaces of the regions Cj. 

Note that rj is not unique in general and depends on the origins of the states of Ct. The 

fitness or fitness surface for a state or domain of Zj are referred by rj(z;). The value of 

G or r; refers to the integral of the surface. 

6. a set D of n subsets C}"",Cn (called domains) where CFfi(U, Cj_/) (Ct can be 

referred to as all the possible "children" of Ct-I see 7. below) and U is the set of all 

possible control values. Note that C; c C 

7. The origin of Zt+/ is defined as Zj = f(zi+!' Vi+l (z;+!», where Zj can be a state or a 

domain that Z;+/ is controlled to when no disturbances are present. Children of Zt are 

states or domains that have origins in Zi. A domain b is the child of Zj if the center(b) 

values of the domain are children ofzt and the origin ofrim(b) is in {c] , ... , C;-l} 

3.3 Synthesis of u-surface 

The u-surface optimisation method is similar to the method used in laulin, et al. 

(2002), which is described in Section 2.1.2. The method used by u-surface 

optimisation is to go backward in time from the terminal state to find sets that can be 

controlled to the terminal state. These sets are optimised in such a way that the 

probability of all points inside the sets can be controlled to the terminal state with the 

highest probability. 
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A description of tile method to generate a u-surface controller is illustrated for a 

system without (Se.::tion 3.3.1) and with disturbances (Section 3.3.1). 

3.3.1 Synthesis of u-surface without optimisation 

The synthesis algOl ithm in Table 3.1 generates the u-surface without optimisation. 

Table 3.1 Synthesis of the u-surface without optimisation 
Step Instruction 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

let C] X,wpoill! (set the 
i =: 1 
wh,le Xo ~ D 

i==i+l 
find C; 

domain of Ci to the setpoint value) 

choose Vi arbitrarily from V;jCi 

Fig. 3.2 Methodology of u-surface control 

Figure 3.2 sets out the methodology used in u-surface control. 

The control surface generated in Table 3.1. is computationally intensive and requires a 

large amount of computer memory to implement as the sets C; become very large. 

This makes this method difficult to implement even as a computer simulation. 

However by notici ng that there is no advantage in keeping C i n {Ci - 1 , ••• , C1 } in C; it 

can be seen that a more computationally feasible algorithm is demonstrated in Table 

3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Feasible computation method to generate u-surface without 

optimisation 
-- - ----------

Step Instruction 

1 let C / = X lell'oinl (set the first domain of Ci to the setpoint value) 
2 i = 1 
3 while Ci --= null 
4 i=i+1 
5 find Ci 

6 let Ci = C1 C, n{c i.l'c i .2 "",c j } 

7 chcose 

The algorithm in Table 3.2 has been implemented in code, and creates a controller 

that is near time optimal control, but is not robust with respect to output disturbances. 

The reason the comroller is not time optimal is largely due to the surface used to save 

Ci and Vi being discrete (see Section 4.1 and 4.2). 

3.3.2 Synthesis of u-surface with optimisation 

The u-surface can be optimised by selecting the origin of every state that increases the 

fitness function th;;: most. The idea that a state can have a number of origins is 

illustrated in the Fi.~. 3.3. 

Fig. 3.3 Selection optimisation technique. Xk is a state in C4 that can be controlled by 

f(U,xk) to a number of states some of which are in C3 (call the states that fall 

in C3. Xk+/). The origin Xk+/EXk+l is selected as the state that increases the 

fitness function the most. 
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The other method used to maximize the fitness function is to select the edge of Ci 

bordering on Ci-l in a way that increases the fitness function the most. This is done by 

expanding the Cj region by including b4i if this expansion increases the fitness 

function. This tee hnique is illustrated in Figure 3.4. 

Fig. 3.4 Optimal edge formation technique. An optimising strategy is to 

"replace" b3j by b4i if this results in the fitness function increasing. 

When b4i replaces b3i the point is not lost from the C3 set; that is if the system is in a 

state in C3 and the state is perturbed to b 3j then v 3(b3j ) will control the system to C2 

The overlapping ensures that the fitness of the states in the lower region is not 

decreased as the bJundary of the higher region expands. 

Unfortunately, to reduce the computational intensity limited overlapping of sets is 

used (see Section 4.1 for further details). However a method that involves overlapping 

surfaces and trimming of the overlapped regions has been envisaged and has been 

described in Future Development (Chapter 7). Due to time constraints it was not 

possible to implement this method. 

3.3.3 Robustness fitness function of the u-surface 

Robust control described in Jaulin L., et at. (2002) controls an initial state to the 

setpoint by being controlled to pass though monotonically lower Cj regions with 

constraints that guarantee robustness. It is not possible to control the driven 

pendulum in such a method to the setpoint, due to the fact that the setpoint is a single 

state, and that once the system settles to the setpoint any output disturbance will cause 

the current state of the system to be moved to a higher Ci region, and so cause the 

system not to be robust. For this reason the control method described in Jaulin L., et 
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al. (2002) could not be applied to the driven pendulum being driven to a setpoint 

under the presence of a disturbance. 

The measure of robustness for a state is the probability that a state under the influence 

of disturbances can be controlled to the setpoint. The measure of robustness of a 

system is the sum of all the above-mentioned probabilities for all the states of the u

surface of the system. The sum of all the probabilities is used as the fitness function 

of the u-surface optimisation method - hence the robustness of the system is 

maximised. 

So the probability that a b ik will be controlled to the setpoint with output disturbances 

of a known probability has been estimated and is used as the fitness function to 

calculate the optimal surface. An example of a probability surface is illustrated in 

Fig. 3.5. 

r surface of pendulum 

20 

15 

10 19 
" 20 

" 
, " , " ) 

(f) 5 " , --"U 
28 ~ 21 

'" 0 , 
25 Qi " 29 30 ..c. 

'1 ~ 1 ' . 
~ -5 22 " 

.' \ , , 24 I I"~ . 
, 23 " 

-10 16 

-15 

-20 

-2 -1 0 2 3 
theta [rad] 

Fig. 3.5 Probability surface of regions for a simulated pendulum (Sys .20) 

Figure 3.5 is a probability surface of the different regions for the system Sys.20 that is 

defined in Appemlix A. The setpoint [0,0] is when the pendulum is inverted (standing 
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upright). The regions spiral down toward the initial value (that is when the pendulum 

is at rest at the bottom). The setpoint's probability is set to 1 (it is the small white 

dot). The regions that are black cannot be controlled to the setpoint. There are lines 

of lower probability that separate the regions, these lines would largely be removed if 

overlapping regions as described in Section 3.2 were used. But in this example the 

effect of not using overlapping regions appears to be limited to the boundary regions, 

since the probability values inside the regions do not decrease significantly as the 

regions become higher. 
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Chapter 4 

The program 

The Reflection generator with disturbance optimisation (RD) is the u-surface 

synthesis software that has been designed to control sampled second order S1S0 

systems as described in (3.2). The aim of RD has been to generate the u-surface 

controller for the driven pendulum (see Section 5.1.2 for model of pendulum). 

Table 4.1 gives a basic overview of the RD program. Note that G is a fitness surface 

created for {c/, .... cd and that bkr;;.{Ci_j, ... ,Cj}. The column to the right of Table 4.1 

has been include so the reader can investigate the implementation of the algorithms in 

code. A CD that contains the software is at the back of the thesis book. 

Certain functions in the program have been designed for working effectively for the 

pendulum model and may not work effectively for other systems (examples of such 

functions are the function that generates Ci sets (cal_cpnts) and the function that 

estimates the fitness function when the surface is modified. (eval_cost_fn». 
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Step 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 

Overview 

Initialisatioll 
let i = 1 

Table 4.1 Overview of RD 

evaluate rim values and r, values for region 1 
and C 1 setpoints 

while Ci is not empty 
i = i + 1 
calculate next C; and Vi 
set let Cj =C, Cj n{c j .l'c j • 2 "",c,} 

optimise surface 
initialise fitness function 
create array of center(bk) to be examined 
while array to be examined not empty 

calculate fitness function with bkj 

replaced and create updated G 
if fitness increases without bkj 

use updated G 
loop 
calculate biJ without children 

loop 
include any domains that can converge to the 

setpoint but have not been included 
and optimise these domains 

determine all optimum Vi surfaces from Ci 

Main unctions 

set_ini tsurfr_n, 
cal_Darray 

cal_ChgPnts, Mod_xRo_xR, 
eval_cost_fn 

The program generates an optimised control surface. This surface is implemented as 

a look up table for controlling the system. 

In Section 4.1 the interpolation surface used to store the control surface is described 

and then some of the important functions that effect the final optimal solution are 

described in Sections 4.2-4.6. Chapter 4 makes extensive use of the Definitions in 

Section 3.2. 

4.1 Description of interpolation surface 

The u-surface contains control values for every controllable state of the system. A 

grid was created on which the control values for certain states are stored (i.e. 
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viCcenter(bi) and vi(rim(b;) ). From this grid every state's control (Vi(Xk» value is 

interpolated. This grid method was also used to interpolate the probability of a state 

being controlled to the setpoint (i.e. ri(xk». 

Legend 

• b, centers 

• b i rim states 

decision 
boundary 

Fig. 4.1 Grid used for interpolation for region i 

Figure 4.1 is the b'Tid that was used for interpolating control and probability values. 

Every region is mjde up of bi blocks about the bi centers and the bi rim values. The 

rim(bi) states lie on the boundary of the Ci region and other regions overlap with rim 

states from other regions. 

The Vi(Xk) value of a state that is in bi) is interpolated from the surface that passes 

through the values of the closest three neighbouring vi(center(bU)) or if there are only 

one or two vi(center(bij» the vi(rim(bij» are used to make up the difference (call these 

center(bij) state(s) and any rim(bij) slate(s) construction points). 

In Figure 4.1 the layout of the center(bij) and rim(bij) states are illustrated. The areas 

between the deciSIon boundaries are surfaces that are generated from the interpolation 

on the surface passing though the same three closest construction points. 

A number of other interpolation methods were investigated. The u-surface was first 

generated using a grid were the control value vi(center(bi» was given to any point in 

bi. This technique was not adequate, as the surface could not control the pendulum to 

the setpoint even without disturbances, due to the unstable nature of the inverted 

pendulum about the setpoint. 
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It was also found that rim points were necessary to reduce the amount that states near 

the edge of C i would not be controlled to states in lei-/, ... ,C I}. The rim states 

improved the interpolation at the edge of Ci and this reduced the amount of states not 

being controlled to {Cil, ... ,CI}. 

Both vj(center(b i» and vi(rim(b i» control values control their respective states to the 

less than i regions. However the cause value Vi(Xk) generated by interpolating between 

construction points that are far away can control the state Xk to be controlled to a 

region which is not less than i. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example when this can occur. 

Fig. 4.2 State between bi centers controlled to state not in a region less than i. 

The two bi (above and below the star) are controlled to their origins in Cli but the 

state that fall~ between them is not controlled to a region in Ci-J 

However for the driven pendulum the number of times the system is not controlled to 

a region less than i is negligible (less than 0.14% with 5% variation of the mean and 

95% confidence determined by 800000 random samples of the u-surface for a driven 

pendulum type 1. It was found that these errors occurred most at regions near edges 

of the surface (see Appendix E). 

Due to the general convex shape of the regions and because neighbouring states tend 

to originate from points in close proximity to each other (for two states separated by 

0.33 the origins of two states are separated by 0.14 on average with less then 5% 

variation with 9YJ(i confidence determined by 10000 random samples of the u-surface 

(the same system IS used in the previous paragraph). Hence the number of Xk from Cl 

that will be controlled to a state a region less the than i is small. 
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4.2 Initialisation and the effect of program variables 

The controller is initialised by defining the model of the driven pendulum, the range 

of the control values and the range of the states of the system, the magnitude and type 

of probability distribution of the output disturbance and the size of the grid used to 

construct the u-surface. 

4.2.1 Grid size 

The size of the grid has to be chosen cOITectly to ensure that the setpoint (b I) will be 

stable (i .e. all states in bl should be controlled to bI), because if bI is unstable then CI 

is empty and RD stops. A function cal_max_block is used to calculate the maximum 

dimension of the grid for which the setpoint b I is stable. 

The grid size also affects the formation of the Cj regions; because large bi do not pack 

in as well into the possible Ci region as smaller blocks (see Figure 4.3). Unfortunately 

the smaller the size of the blocks the longer the time taken to calculate each surface as 

seen in Fig. 4.3 (refer to Section 5.4.1). 

f 
I 
I 
t 

Fig. 4.3 Packing of region with varying block sizes 
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4.2.2 Calculation of disturbance probability of b 

All the states in a domain bij are perturbed by an output disturbance W E W with the 

probability distribution Pw{w). The PDF of a uniformly randomly chosen state 

starting in bij after it has been perturbed with Pw(w) can be calculated by 

(4.1) 

where the limits of the integral are over XI and X2tO ZI-XI and ZrX2 respectively and all 

w. Xb. is a state with uniform distribution in bij and Z = W + by). 
y 

The PDF of a uniform randomly chosen state starting in bi) (i.e. xb. ) being perturbed 
y 

into a domain neighbouring bij (call these bij""gh where a neighbour is any b domain of 

bi] th can be perturbed to) can be calculated by: 

(4.2) 

where the area over which the integration occurs is bijn"ghk 

Figure 4.4 is an example of the probability distribution Pz(bYne,g) of a number of 

bY"elghk' where Pw(w) is gaussian, this is the same type of PZ(bij"dg) that is used for 

calculating the fitness function. 
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Fig. 4.4 Probability distribution function PZ(bijo"gh ) 

For the pdf Pz (bij" i,h) illustrated in Figure 4.4 the Xl axis is number of blocks from bij 

along the Xl dimension axis and the X2 axis is number of blocks from b along the X2. 

the negative and positive signs in the Xl and X2 axis correspond to left and right of bij 

respectively. The probability axis is probability of a state originally in the centre b 

domain (i.e. bij which is at (0,0) in the figure) being perturbed into a b domain by a 

disturbance w. 

The calculation of all Pz(bij",gh) for values above a threshold is performed during the 

initialization phase of the program. 

4.3 Calculation of possible points in the i region 

The surface expands outward from the setpoint through the process of finding the Ci 

region that has its origins in Ci-l. The function cal_cpnts is used to calculate C; and 

the functions algorithm is outlined in the algorithm in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Calculation of Cj algorithm 

Step Instruction 

1 calculate seed values (i.e. center(b) values) 
2 while unchecked seed values 
3 calculate origins of a seed value 
4 if any origins from less then i then 
5 add to C; 
6 add neighbours (refer to text for which 

neighbours can be added) 
7 endif 
8 loop 
9 include center(b1) who's rim values now have origins 

(refer to text for explanation) 
calculate rim values 

10 while still unchecked rim values 
11 calculate origins of rim value 
12 if any origins are not less then i then 
13 remove center(b) using removed rim value 
14 add rim values to new edge b domains 
15 endif 
16 

The algorithm in Table 4.2 calculates the Ci region by finding the center(bseed) that go 

to less than i region and then the checking that the rim values go to the less than i 

region. 

The seed states are the center(bseed) states that are expected to originate in Ci (Step 1 

in Table 4.2). These states are calculated by finding the extreme b i. 1 domains of Ct.} 

(domains with highest and lowest Xl and X2 states) and the bi. l} that have only one or 

no neighbouring bilj, and finding the children of these domains by going backwards in 

time. All the b} domains that do not have children (blmp,,) are also added to the seed 

values. The reason why bllllps are included in the seeds is because these domains can 

be replaced by states in lower regions while only bi.1 values that have children can be 

replaced (see Section 4.4,2). 

The center(bseed) origins are found by determining all origins for these states and 

checking that they come from a {cJ, ... ,cI.d. If they are from this region their 

neighbours centers are added to the center(b,eed states. (the eight sUlTounding b 

domains sUlTounding the b,eed); except for the neighbours that are or have been a seed 

state and except for neighbours that are part of {Cl, ... ,Ci.2} (Step 6 from Table 4.2). 
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So the center(bseed) that originate from {c], ... ,ei-} } causes the C region to be found by 

spreading out from these seed values. For the driven pendulum, C tends to consist of 

one or two continuous regions so this method is efficient for calculating Ci. 

When running the algorithm in Table 4.2 for regions 1 to i-I, there could have been a 

number of center(bseed, ) states having rim states that did not originate from the lower 

regions and so were rejected from Ck. These rim states are added into an array (the 

rim checking is performed in Steps 10-16 of Table 4.2) The bseed domains are , 

examined to determine if they now have origins in {el, .. "ci-d. Those that do are 

added to the center(b) (where b E C). This method results in b domains to be 

included to i regions with low values (i.e. 2-5) that would otherwise not have been 

found. This is beneficial as these low regions tend to be small. Consequently the 

adding of extra domains makes a significant increase to the fitness of these regions. 

The final task of the algorithm is to check that all the center(b) rim states originate in 

{el, ... ,ei-/}. This is performed by calculating the rim values and checking that they 

have origins in {cI, ... ,e;_j}. 

4.4 Optimising the u-surface 

The possible state~ that pass to the previous region have been calculated (i.e. Ci). 

From these states an optimal surface is chosen according to a robust fitness function. 

4.4.1 Calculate robustness probability values for points 

The output disturbance can move the states in b ii to a number of different b domains 

(b'je6Xh ) (refer to Section 4.2.2). The probability of the states in bi) being perturbed to 
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Estimation of ri 

If bU""gN is in {Cj, ... ,cd, then the maximum probability of the origin of center(bij"",) 

being controlled to the setpoint is r)(fl( center(bij"",hk ») (where j<i). The ri 

probabilities have already being calculated. If bu,,,,,,,, is not in {cj, ... ,cd then this 

domain does not contribute to the fitness of bi) 

If bu";,,, falls into a region not in {cf, ... ,c;} better results for calculating the fitness of 

bi) could possibly be attained by using rj(r\ center(bijn<i'i,i )). This method was not 

implemented as it could result in cyclic referencing (i.e. rifl( center(bu"",,,, ») which 

would be dependent on rJ< center(bij"",g1,,» and visa versa). This would result in the 

calculation of G being difficult and probably far more time consuming. 

Thcn the probability of center(bij) reaching the setpoint is estimated as: 

wherej<i 

ri(center(bij» "'" Ipz(bu"""", )rj(f-1(center(bij"",hk))) 
k 

(4.3) 

Figure 4.5 helps clarify the process above used to estimate the probability of the states 

in bi) reaching the setpoint. 

Probability distribution of 
...- Output disturbance 

Positions after disturbance 

...- (hi)",,; domains), Black block 

was position before disturbance 

...- Origin of neighbour, its fitness 
is interpolated from r, 

Fig. 4.5 Methodology of robustness probability calculation for bj ; 
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Ideal Ti calculation 

The method for calculating the Tj( center(bij» probability of a point is implemented 

in the script cal_R and is used to calculate the robustness surface G (refer to Section 

3.2). This method is an approximation, the ideal method would be: 

(4.4) 

where the limits of the integral are over all Xl and X2). 

However this calculation is computationally intensive. The calculation of Pz(b;jn.;g,. ) 

to with an accuracy of 0.1 % for Pw(x) having a bivariate gausian distribution with 

variance of 1 ane: mean 0 Pz(bij";,,,) takes 5.3 s. This is a less computationally 

intensive calculation and is only calculated once compared to the ideal method that 

would be calculated a number of times for every b domain . Thus the ideal T;(b i;) 

would make RD computationally unfeasible. 

Error histogram 
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Fig. 4 .6 Error histogram for G surface (Sys .20) 
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Comparison using Monte Carlo method 

A Monte Carlo method was used to calculate the G surface after the u-surface has 

been calculated. Figure 4.6 is the histogram of the error between the G surface 

calculated by the RD program, and the same G surface calculated using a Monte 

Carlo method. 1 he Monte Carlo method took a number of perturbed states (Xk) 

originally from bi} (perturbed with the output disturbance) and calculates the ri(rl(Xk» 

fitness for these states and sums these together to get an approximation for ri.(bij) The 

Inverse of the Student's T cumulative distribution function is used to determine that a 

large enough number of states was used to calculate the mean of ri.(bij) with a 

variance of 5% 011 the mean and with a confidence of 95% (Hickman ,1971). The 

Monte Carlo method was computationally intensive and took 6.3 hrs to calculate G 

compared to 54s using the estimation method. 

The error histogram shows that the accuracy to which RD calculates the G surface is 

high. The mean of the G surface is 0.4722 and less than 0.2% of the G probabilities 

have an error that is larger than 2% of the average. The largest errors were found 

mostly on the boundary regions between regions and the children of these boundary 

regions (see Appendix E). This difference could be explained by states near the edge 

of a region being more likely to not be controlled to states in higher regions without 

disturbances (see Section 4.1). Note that the approximation of the surface is 

dependent on the structure of the G surface. But in (Appendix E) there is an example 

where the error due to mapping is significance. 

4.4.2 Choice of b domains to be replaced 

The only b domains that can be replaced by bi are those that are in the Ci-I region or 

the domains that have no children. This is because replacing domains with children 
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could result in removing in the children and the children's children and so on, which 

requires a lot of c,dculation. 

The bioI domains can also be removed and not replaced. 

The fitness of the surface is calculated with the bioi that are along the edge of the Ci-l 

being removed 01 replaced (see Table 4.1 Step 12). Only the edge domains are 

considered as the bioi away from the edge have higher ri(bi-/ ) fitness values, for the 

case of the pendulum. This is due to the general concave shape of the regions. When 

bioi points are removed, their children in the Ci region that no longer have origins are 

removed as well. 

4.4.3 Estimation of G surface 

The aim of the optimisation is to maximise the G surface. The ideal way to do this 

(without using overlapping regions, see Section 3.3.2) would be to calculate all the Ci 

surfaces for the entire surface and the fitness surface G without optimisation. Then 

replace b domains, starting in the lowest region and working to highest. In this 

method the exact amount of G can be calculated to see if replacing a b region 

increases the fitness. But this method is not computationally feasible even for low 

order systems. Therefore an optimisation method has been used. 

Over ten methods have been used to estimate G to calculate if the entire region has 

been increased or not due to the replacement of a b domain. All the more successful 

methods optimise the c regions from 1 to i by replacing bi-I and b1mps domains and 

estimate the fitness n(cJ and uses this to estimate the change in the fitness of G due to 

a modification to (CI, ... ,Ci-I}. Other methods that did not use an i region (mentioned 

above) have the tendency of decreasing the size of Ci-l to a degree where the children 

of Ci-I have a much lower fitness than the Ci-l region. 
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Estimate of fitness of i region 

The estimate of the i region is performed by removing the boundary values of hi that 

increase the mean value of Ci until the optimum is reached or until the number of hi 

equal the number of hi-J domains. Limiting the number of hi was necessary to avoid 

the hi region from getting too small. 

The time needed to estimate the fitness of the Cj region was reduced by estimating the 

optimal Ci and tht:n only removing hi from these optimal Ci if it would have been 

removed due to a h i-I domain being replaced, and optimising the Ci region from this 

stage. 

An example comparing the actual ri value with the estimated ri (riel') value is 

illustrated in Figure 4.7. In the Figure the mean error of the estimated value was 

0.016 (4.3% error on mean) and the maximum error was 0.070. This estimate was 

considered to be accurate enough for the purpose of estimating the value of rio The 

method for estimating the ri value does not take into account the effect that optimising 

ri will have on ri+l and so is often too greedy and so exceed the actual ri values. 
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Comparison between estimated and actual ri 
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Fig. 4.7 Comparison of estimated and actual ri 
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Methods to estimate the G surface 

The first successful method implemented (Rsum_est), estimated the entire G surface 

by assuming that the regions that have not been calculated (i.e. regions larger than i) 

had a mean equal to the weighted mean of Ci-I and Cies(' (see Table 4.3 for a list of 

methods to estimating the change in G surface). This method can generally generate 

satisfactory u-Surfaces for the pendulum with a gaussian output disturbance with a 

variance less than half the grid size and without state constrains. An example in 

which a G surface was optimised using Rsum_est is plotted in Figure 3.5. In this 

example the average of the fitness of the c surface is well approximated with a 

constant, for regions larger than 5 see Figure 4.8 (the model used was Sys.20). For 

many systems this method does not work because the weighted mean of Ci-l (see 

Figure 4.8 model 2) does not approximate a constant. 

A\€lage Ii 

0.4 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
region 

Fig. 4.8 Comparison of mean value of c region for model 1 and model 2 

Another method (Rsum_repl) was devised to take into aecount the change in mean of 

the following sections. This was done by noticing that 

mean(f-1 ») 
mean(ri ) =~ mean(rH)x 1 

mean(f- (ci-J) 
(4.5) 
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Based on equation 4.5 the estimate for the mean of ri+l was estimated as 

(4.6) 

A number of other approximations were used to estimate this mean, most using the 

more logical mean(f1(cesti))/mean(fl(ci_l)) but none of these performed well 

compared to this approximation because the error between mean(f] (Celli)) and 

mean(f1(ca) was too large. The Figure 4.8 below compares the actual and estimated 

mean(ri+/) calculated by using (4.6). 

Comparison between estimated mean(ri+1) and actual mean(ri) 

1~~~~~~--~--~====~ 

Fig. 4.9 Comparison between estimated and actual mean(ri+l) 

In Figure 4.9 the actual and estimated values of ri+I are compared. The mean of the 

absolute error was 0.023 (6 % error on the mean of actual ri+I) and the maximum 

absolute error was 0.28 that occurred at the start. The estimation was considered 

sufficiently accurate. 

It was no longer possible to calculate a reasonable estimate the G value (as done in 

RsuIn_repl) so a new method was used. This method works by comparing the fitness 

of the region before replacing or removing breplace and the fitness of the same area 

afterwards. 
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The method used equation (4.6) to estimate the b i+1 domains that would replace the 

removed domains An equation that estimated the value of the domains that were 

removed and not replaced was also used; this equation is in Table 4.3 (It is a poor 

estimator as it is difficult to estimate the rj value of b in regions many regions away 

from the current the region). 

There were two situations that still caused the u-surface not to be generated 

satisfactorily. One of these situations was when a constraint on the system would 

cause the Cj regions to become very small and result in the children C regions to have 

very low fitness values. The solution implemented for this was to use the 

RSUITLrepl_tot estimation method but to reduce the estimated replacement values of 

the b domains when the size of the Ci.! region was smaller than the Ci.2 region. By 

reducing the estimated replacement values of the removed b domains the optimisation 

would be less prone to making the Ci region too smalL This method was called 

RSUffi_repl_tot (see Appendix B for example were Rsum_repl_tot was required to 

perform optimisatlon). 

The other situation where a surface was not well optimised occurred when the Ci 

region with low mean(rj) was neighbouring on a much lower region with much higher 

rnean(rj). When this happens some of the bi neighbouring the ci would attain much 

higher ri(b l1 ) fitness than the rest of the bi, as disturbances would cause the states in 

these bi to be perturbed into ci' However in the rest of ri(bJ values are very low so 

this causes the Ci region to be optimised into a very small region around these points, 

and so causes the rest of the surface not to be generated satisfactorily. The method to 

alleviate the problem It) was to find the bi that had ri(bn ) values that 

were much higher than the rest of the ri(b,.). For a system in which this method was 

implemented, histograms of ri(b n) were plotted and the most extreme dbn} values 

were excluded if they were more then 5 times the average of ri(b,,) without filtering 

out the extreme rifbn)' The extreme ri(b,,) values were added back into the Ci but their 

fitness was set to the average of ri(b,,) (see Appendix B for example were 

RSUffi_repl_filt was required to perform optimisation). 
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Table 4.3 Methods for estimating the G surface. Note that difis the expected 

change in the overall fitness function. 

Method Fitness function 

a (mean(rH ) + mean(riesr ))/2 

m is the number of elements in the 
regions higher then 

resl = mx a + Ir<i + Ir ie.1I 

dif = rest -r eSI_old 

Comment 

for system that 
has mean(ri) that 
is approximately 
constant 

res cold is resl 

calculated before 
the modification 
to the surface 

a (mean(rH ) + mean(rie.\.( ))/2 for systems in 
m is the number of elements in the which meaner;) is 

regions higher then not well 
approximated 

Sd = mean(Porg(c H »/mean(Porg(c i_ 2 ) 

bd is the number of points that are 
removed from Ci and Ci-l 

if hi-I being replaced with hi 

fig = bd x Sd x a 
elseif hi-I removed 

fig = (bd+l) X Sd" 
elseif h1mp being replaced 

fig = 0 
end 

dif= re.H-resUJ/d+fig 

with a constant 

hn+i domain is the 
estimated domain 
to replace h 
domains removed 

rescold is ren 
calculated before 
the modification 
to the surface 

for systems in (mean(rH ) + mean(riest »/2 

m is the number of elements 
regions higher then 

rest = Ir<i + Irie.\t 

In the which constraints 
on the states 
cause the Ci-I to 
become too small 

Sd = mean(Porg(c i __ J »/mean(Porg(c i_2 ) 

wtot (no. Ci-2)/(no. Ci-l) 

bd is the number of points that are 
removed from Ci and Ci-] 

if hi-I being replaced with hi 
fig = bd x Sd x a x wtot 

elseif hi-] removed 
fig = (bd+ 1) x (Sd x wtot) II 

elseif h1mp being replaced 

=0 
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It 

end 

dif= re.w-resUJI£t+jlg 

Same as RSUffi_repl but with 
ri-J,rie.ll,Porg(ci-l) and Porg(ci_]) filtered by 
removing all rib higher then the mean of 
rest of the r multiplied by some factor and 
setting the values of the higher states equal 
to the mean of the rest of the state. 

4.5 Calculating any remaining controllable b 

the modification 
to the surface 

for systems that 
Ci-f borders on Cj 

where i»j 
and this causes 
the surface to 
become too small 

During the process of optimising the surface hj domains are removed and are not 

replaced by any hi domains (where j<i). These potential h domains would become 

uncontrollable states if they were not added back. The Marlab script add_YBflgz adds 

the h domains that were removed and not replaced and its children to the u-surface 

and optimises these values by only replacing h domains and not removing any (Step 

18 in Table 4.1). This process ensures that all the controllable h domains for that grid 

were found. 

4.6 Calculating the final u-surface 

After all Ci have been optimised, what is obtained are the values of all hi and the 

mappings between hi and hj where bj and ViCe;) are obtained. All values Ci have been 

chosen to be optimal. 

This gives some flexibility in selecting the final surface. The optimal solution of the 

u-surface with regard to the output disturbance would be to select the origins of hi that 

give the maximumr/r-l(center(hj),Vi(hi»and storing the respective optimal Vi. 

The program cal_YBi_Rmax performs this task. 
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Chapter 5 

Driven pendulum simulations and implementation 

The aim of the simulation is to compare the performance of the u-surface control 

method with another technique that is a robust nonlinear controller that can control a 

system with constraints on the control inputs. The control method with which the u

surface is compared to is a modified bang-bang type control method (see Section 5.2). 

The driven pendulum is described in the next section and the implementation of the 

bang-bang type controller (Section 5.2) and the u-surface control method (Section 

5.3) are explained thcreafter. Finally the results of the simulations done on the 

computer and on the driven pendulum experiment are presented in Section 5.4. 

5.1 The driven pendulum 

The experimental example that was implemented had to satisfy certain requirements 

to be computationally feasible (see Section 3.1). These requirements were that the 

system be of low order, preferably single input single output; that it be time invariant; 

and that all the stJtes of the system could be measured or estimated with sufficient 
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accuracy for control. The driven pendulum satisfied these requirements and had been 

implemented for fixed setpoint control by Yorke (1998) . 

The description of the inverted pendulum system follows in the next two sections. 

5.1.1 The driven pendulum system 

The driven pendulum consists of a motor with a pendulum attached to the shaft in 

such a way that the pendulum can only rotate in a fixed plane (see Figure 5.1). 

Fig. 5.1 The driven pendulum (photo by R. Yorke) 

A potentiometer was attached to the shaft of the motor to record the position of the 

pendulum (the velocity is estimated). 
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I 
I 

12 bit in & out ~--i-~~~Er [V) Theta 

DAC Amp Driven Pendulum 
Lab view 

[V) Theta 

ADC Amp Potentiometer 
,--------------

Computer D/A card 

Fig. 5.2 Layout of driven pendulum experiment 

Figure 5.2 describes the layout of the system. The computer being used is a P3 

930MHz with 128Mb of RAM, Lab View was used to implement the controllers and 

to interface with the DT302 analogue to digital card. See Appendix C for a more 

detailed description of the system. 

A number of tests were performed on the system and it was found to be working 

satisfactorily. The scaling factor and offset value to convert the ACD count values to 

a theta value was calculated. The input data was over-sampled by a factor of 8. The 

time taken to acquire the 8 samples was 0.7 ms, this was the most time consuming 

process in the control loop for both controllers examined. 

The velocity was calculated by taking an extra sample 2ms before the sampling 

period and calculating the change in position over the 2ms period (a 2ms period gave 

more accurate results then alms period, this is probably due to errors in the sampling 

period). This velocity was compared with the velocity determined by fitting a B

spline though the sampled Theta values and calculating the derivative at the sample 

points (this was done by using the Matlab Spline toolbox). Figure 5.3 is an example 

showing the differences between the dTheta/dt calculated and the dThetaidt values 

calculated using the differentiation of the spline. As seen from the Figure the spline 

gives a much smoother approximation of dThetaidt. The analysis of the data using 

six examples of the driven pendulum swinging up (the total of 229 points) was used to 

estimate the gaussian distribution of the error between the spline and the sampled 

value. The results were a mean of -0.55 [rad/s] and variance of 1.5 [rad/s] and a 
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maximum error of 4.6 [rad/s] with the mean of the spline dTheta sampled signal being 

5.3 [rad/s] (calculated using Matlab's Statistics toolbox) . It was assumed that the 

noise present in the driven pendulum system is less than or equal to these values. 

dTheta Sampled and spline 

time lsi 

Fig. 5.3 Comparison of dTheta sampled and dTheta spline (Sys.5) 

After the tests and set-up mentioned above the driven pendulum was modelled. 

5.1.2 Modelling the driven pendulum 

Modelling and controlling of the driven pendulum has previously been perfonned by 

Yorke (1998). The same choice of model was implemented, as it described the 

system with sufficient accuracy for fixed setpoint control. The model is: 

(4.1) 

where the states, and and 

X2n E [xl" ,x;] . The output disturbances are WI and W2 , and Un is the control to the 

system (u E [u - ,u +]). Xl is the angle between the pendulum and the vertical position 

(Theta), J is the inertia of the pendulum and ~ is the coefficient of friction, M is the 
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mass the pendulum, g the is earth gravitational constant and I is the length of the 

pendulum. K is a constant and uE [Umin, Umax] is the input to the actuator. 

The driven pendulum was modelled in three stages: 

• drop measurements 

• holding measurements 

• fine tuning based on simulation results 

(Model fitting of data is presented in Appendix D) 

Drop tests 

This test consisted of bringing the pendulum to the upright position and allowing the 

pendulum to fall and settle at the equilibrium state at the bottom. The Matlab script 

nonlinlstLMB was used to calculate the least squares error fit of the data to the 

model in (4.1), and so used to calculate the values of MgtlJ and/JIJ. 

Holding measurements 

The relationship between the voltage and torque was calculated by supplying a 

voltage to the motor, vibrating the stand of the pendulum to eliminate the effects of 

static friction, and measuring the position at which the respective voltage held the 

pendulum. A deadband was present in the motor, and was calculated to be 0.97 volts 

symmetrically about zero volts. Deadband compensation has been implemented in 

the Lab View code. From equation (4.1) the following equation was derived for when 

the pendulum is being held stationary: 

(4.2) 

Using equation (42) and the holding measurements, a least squares error fit for K/J 

was calculated. 
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Fine tuning based on simulation results 

The bang-bang controller was now implemented (see Section 5.2) and the results of 

some simulations were used with nonlinls<LMB to further refine the model of the 

pendulum. 

The values attained for the pendulum model were: 

Mgl/J = 144, Bil =: 3.8, Kll = 0.014 

5.2 Bang-bang type controller 

The qualities required for the comparison method were: that it would work with a 

nonlinear constrained sampled system; give near optimal response with respect to rise 

time and output disturbance robustness and that the results be repeatable (given the 

same disturbance~ and noises). A number of methods were investigated for the 

purpose of being the comparison method for the driven pendulum; they are shown in 

Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Comparison of possible comparative control methods 

Method 

Nonlinear Model Predictive Control 

Optimal Nonlinear Control 

Variable Structure Control 

Energy Control 

Adapti ve Control 

Feedback Linearisation 

Comment 

Requires trammg and difficult to 
implement in real time in Lab View 

Cannot be implemented in real time 

Difficult to implement on constrained 
system 

Not flexible, it was not possible to adjust 
the system to be more robust 

None were found that could give robust 
nonlinear control to a constrained system 

Does not take into consideration 
constraints on control 
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After examining the controllers a method was implemented that used ideas from 

Energy Control (Astrom and Furuta, 1996) and Variable Structure Control (Soltine 

and Li, 1991) and was designed to control the driven pendulum. This controller was 

referred to as the bang-bang type controller. 

The bang-bang type controller uses switching surfaces and an energy pump to move 

the driven pendulum from the initial condition to a region near enough to the 

switching surfaces that will guarantee that the driven pendulum will be controlled to 

the setpoint. 

The design of this controller is based on the following stable manifolds in the state

space plane of the driven pendulum (they are illustrated in Figure 5.4). The Umax, 

Uzero, Urobust and Umin stable manifold are defined for the driven pendulum with 

the control value equal to Umax, zero, facxUmax (where fac is set to 0.7 for the 

example in Figure 5.4) and Umin respectively. 

The Umax and Umin are important manifolds as all states starting between these 

manifolds (called the Inside states) can be controlled to the Uzero surface with the 

control set to eith~r Umax or Umin. The states on the side of the Umax or Umin 

surface away from the Uzero (called the Outside states) cannot be controlled to the 

setpoint with any constant control value uE [Umin, Umax] (for the simulations 

examined Umin was equal to -Umax). 

The optimal switching surface converging on the setpoint with regard to output 

disturbances would be the surface exactly between the Umin and the Umax 

manifolds. For thIs surface the largest output disturbance would be required to make 

the system unstable (where unstable means that the states of the system travel from 

Inside states to Olltside states). The Uzero surface falls nearly exactly between the 

Umax and Umin solution (in the region near the setpoint) and so this switching 

surface was implemented on the driven pendulum. 
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Because Olltside states cannot be controlled to the setpoint with a constant input an 

energy pump, defined as 

U = Umax x sign(x,?) (5.1) 

This is derived from the energy control method described in Astrbm and Furuta 

(1996). This method increases the energy as fast as possible moving the driven 

pendulum from th~ initial value to beyond the Urobust surface, and then the Zero 

switching surface is used to determine the control values. The Urobust is used to give 

the controller more robustness as the states are driven further away from the Umax 

(see Figure 5.4) surface and so larger disturbances are required to make the system 

unstable. 

Once the controller gets to the region between the Urobust surface and the Zero 

surface the switching controller takes over. It is defined as 

u = Umax x sats(w x d) (5.2) 

where w is the unit vector on the line going from left to right, and d is the vector that 

is the minimum distance from the state Xk and the Zero surface and 

r if x<= -s 

sats(x)= ; if -s<x<s (5.3) 

if x >=-s 

The saturation function (5.3) is used to avoid chatter about the Zero surface; as in 

Astrbm and Furuta (1996). 

When the states gel close enough to the setpoint the controller switches to a LQR. 
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Fig. 5.4 Bang-bang control in state space (Sys.6) 

The manifolds for the bang-bang type controller were found using a fourth order 

Runge-Kutta, in the Matlab script desi gn_s lide. The resulting bang-bang type 

controller was implemented in the Matlab script c t r l e r.J)lu s and the results are 

presented in section 5.4.1. 

The bang-bang type controller was also implemented on the driven pendulum. For 

the pendulum implementation the manifolds were approximated as polynomial 

sections to reduce the computation necessary to detennine what side of the manifolds 

the state of the system was in . The LQR controller has been implemented on the 

pendulum but the 3uturation function has not been implemented on the pendulum. 

The computational time taken by the controller from when the sampling began to 

when the control value was made available to the DAC was 0 .8 ms . This was 

satisfactory as the sampling time was 30ms. 
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5.3 u-Surface control 

The algorithm in Chapter 4 was used to detennine the u-surface of the control. This 

surface was simulated in Matlab using ctrlerJllus and the results are presented in 

Section 5.4.1. 

The u-slllface controller was also simulated on the driven pendulum. To implement 

the controller the u-surface was sampled with a fine grid to make an array that was 

used as a lookup table (as small as a tenth the size of the grid spacing were used (see 

Section 4.2.1». This reduced the computational intensity as arrays containing the 

values for the rim(b,) values were not required and no interpolation had to be 

perfonned. 

The performance of the system was not noticeable degraded due to this the 

modification (as is seen in Figure 5.5) 

Rise time of u-surface and grid vs. disturbance amplitude 
1.1 i -.----.---:-Y ----.-- ---;--,------.;:=====;_] 

~ 
QJ 

.§ 0.9 
QJ 

'" .c: 0.8 

0.7 '---"----'----'---'-----'---'----'-- ---'----'----' 
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

Stability of u-surfrace and grid vs. disturbance amplitude 
l ' 

;::- 0.8 
"5 

~ 0.6 

~ 0.4 
15 
21 0.2 
'" 

0 '---"----'----'---'-----'---'----'-----'----'----' 
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

disturbance ampltude 

Fig. 5.5 Rise time and stability vs. disturbance for u-surface and grid 

(Sys.7) 
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The computational time taken from when the data is sampled to when the control 

value is made available to the DAC was 0.8 ms although the time taken to load up the 

u-surface controller was 4.9 s. 

5.4 Simulations and implementation 

In the simulations emphasis is placed on the swing up of the driven pendulum from 

the initial state of Xo = [~] to the setpoint Xo = [ ~] and not the stability about the 

setpoint as this can be implemented by a LQR controller based on the linearisation of 

the driven pendulum model. 

Throughout Section 5.4.1 the probability distribution of the output disturbance is 

taken as bi-variate gausian. The variance of the output disturbance in theta and dtheta 

was calculated as the disturbance amplitude multiplied by the respective grid spacing. 

The relationship between the magnitude of theta and dtheta probability distributions 

was chosen arbitrarily and in no way relates to the real system. 

5.4.1 Simulations and perfonnance calculations 

Capture Region 

6 - capturE 
- - . Uzero 

--- bang 
- Uhalf 

2 - Umax 

0 

Vi' 

'" -2 
~ 
<0 -4 Q) 
.c 
-0 

~ 

-8 

-10 

-12 

-14 
2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 

theta [rad) 

Fig. 5.6 Capture region 
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Performance measurements 

Two of the performance measurements taken of the systems in this section are rise 

time and stability. They are defined as follows: 

Capture time is the time taken for the driven pendulum to go from the initial state to a 

circle centred about the setpoint (see Figure 5.6). The circle is tangent to the 

manifolds Umaxl2 and Uminl2 (only UmaxJ2 is shown in Figure 5.6). 

The Maximum Likelihood estimation of the capture time can be seen as the expected 

capture time of the system. Runs where the capture times are much larger than this 

expected capture time are likely to require more swings of the driven pendulum to get 

the pendulum near tc the setpoint. So the stability of the system was taken as the 

fraction of the capture time values that were less than 1.5 times more than the medium 

of all the capture times of the system (based on a histograph consisting of twenty 

uniform bins ranging from the smallest time to the longest time for 1500 swing up 

runs) divided by the total number of runs. 

Rise time is the average ofthe capture times less than 1.5 times more than the medium 

capture time. 

Effect of grid size on performance 

The Figure 5.7 shows the performance trade-off between rise time and grid spacing, 

by using surfaces that have not been optimised for disturbance rejection. The reason 

for not optimising the surface is that the results are more consistent and therefore 

shows the trade off better. 

In Figure 5.7 the rise time is calculated from the maximum Cj surfaces. These are 

plotted in Figure 5.8. In Figure 5.8 the grid spacing is a percentage of the maximum 

grid spacing calculated by cal_max_block. In the example in Figure 5.8 the 

maximum grid spacing was [0.0231 1.5572]. 
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Fig. 5.7 Non-optimised surface with varying grid spacing 
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Fig. 5.8 Rise time of non-optimised control vs. grid spacing 
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Fig. 5.9 Time to generate u-surface vs. the inverse of the grid percentage 

The axis of Figure 5.9 is the inverse of the percentage of the maximum grid spacing 

(the same type of percentage of grid spacing as described for Figure 5.8). 

The u-surface optimised is not represented by the surfaces above but are described in 

Section 5.5; they are Sys.8, Sys.9, Sys.lO, Sys.ll, Sys.12 corresponding to grid 

percentages percentage 50, 62.5, 75, 87.5 and 100 (as in Figure 5,6) respectively. But 

the state space was limited to a fifth of the normal size, The state space was reduced 

to limit the time required to calculate the surfaces. An equation estimating the 

computational time required versus grid size was modelled by an equation of 

exponential form and the parameters were determined using least squares. The 

resulting model was: 

Teal = e3.0 + 2501g% (5.4) 

where Teal is the time taken to calculate the u-surface and g% is the grid percentage 

value. 

Performance of surfaces optimised for Pw(w) 

Every controller is designed for a known variance of Pw(w). In Figure 5.9 the 

performance of a number of controllers designed with different Pw(w) variances are 
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plotted. The bang-bang controller is also plotted with these plots to for comparison 

reasons. 

The systems used in Figure 5.10 are: bang-bang (Sys.6) and u-surface controllers with 
output disturbances with standard deviation of 0.1, 0.7, 1.1 and 1. 5 correspond to 
systems Sys.13, Sys.1 5, Sys.16, Sys.17 respectively. 
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Fig. 5.10 Computational time to calculate u-surface 

Refer to "Performance measurements" in Section 5.4.1 for definitions of rise time and 

stability in Figure 5.10. 

In the systems used for Figure 5.10 the pendulum makes a number of swings before 

the pendulum attains sufficient energy to swing to the capture region. During these 

oscillations it is possible that a disturbance could cause the pendulum to be perturbed 

to a state where less or more swings are necessary to get to the capture region, 

generally corresponding to the capture time decreasing or increased respectively. It is 

found that the medium capture time calculated as in "Performance Measurements" 

decreases while a large fraction of capture times increase, this agrees with the results 

seen in Figure 5.10 of shorter rise times and lower stability with the increase of 

disturbance amplitude 
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Performance with regard to model uncertainty 

In Figures 5.11 to 5.14 the bang-bang controller (Sys.6) and a u-surf controller's 
(Sys.18) performance are compared with the parameters for Mgt, and fJ varying from 
less than 40% to more than 40% of the design values in 20% increments. The design 
values for Mgt and fJ were 144 and 3.8 respectively. The plots have varying viewing 
angles to make it possible to examine all the data values. 

3 

2.5 

., 
§ 
-.; 1.5 

'" ." 

u-surf rise time \.5 Mgl and B 

.0 - " 

. - - - ~ -- "- . 
.. . ~ -

4 
150 

3 100 

B 2 50 
Mgl 

Fig. 5.11 u-surface rise time vs. Band Mgl 

Bang rise time \.5 Mgl and B 

.---.. ,-

Eg. 5.12 Bang-bang rise time vs. Band Mgl 
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u-surf stability If.> Mgl and B 
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'B 
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Fig. 5.13 u-surface stability vs. Mgl and B 

Bang stability If.> Mgl and B 
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2 .. , ' . .. . . ~. 1 I / ~ .... ". 
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Fig. 5.14 Bang-bang stability vs. Mgl and B 

It is seen in both figures that the stability values are generally close to 1 although it 
drops to about zero as the disturbance amplitude increases. The rise time values for 
the u-surface controller are comparable with that of the bang-bang controller but the 
stability values are lower. 

The effect of a longer time sample on u-surface control 

An example of the pendulum for a time period of Ts 0.05 is displayed in Figure 5.15. 

The Sys.18 and Sys.19 are the models and set-up used to generate the u-surface 

controllers. The bang-bang controller used Sys.6. 
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Q) 

'" ·c 0.8 

Rise time of u-surface and bang-bang w. disturbance amplitude 
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Fig. 5.15 Varying sampling time 

It is seen in both figures that the stability values are generally close to 1 although it 
drops to about zero as the values make the parameters vary too much for the controller 
to achieve its task. The rise time values for the u-surface controller are comparable 
with that of the bang-bang controller but the stability values are lower. 

Time plots and state space for the driven pendulum 

The bang-bang type controller was compared with the u-surface controller on the 

pendulum_ The results are in Figures 5.16-5.18. 

5.4.2 Implementation of the driven pendulum 

Theta & dTheta W time for set-inloerse control with noise 

40 ~-~-----~--r====~==~ 
- u-surf theta 

Ui' 20 - u-surf dtheta 
~ - bang theta 
;;; 0 1!J;~J,..,~",<:~~.-6~~~ - bang dtheta 

'C 
~-20 

~O '-----~--~--~---'-----'-----~ 
o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

u values \IS time for set-inloerse control with noise 
200 .--~--~--_--~--~--, 

100 

-100 

-200 '-----~--~--~---'----~'-------' 
o 0.5 1.5 

time [sec] 
2 2.5 3 

Fig. 5.16 u-surface and bang-bang controller for the driven pendulum vs. time 
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ci Surface 

dThe!a 

Fig. 5.17 Cj surface with bang-bang and u-surface optimal control 

u-Surface 

dThela 

Fig. 5.18 u-surface with u-surface control 
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5.5 Discussion about results 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 shows how the shape of the surface changes as the block sizes 

decrease and that the rise time of the non-optimised u-surface decreases as the grid 

spacing decreases. In Figure 5.8 it is seen that the rise time decreases with the grid 

spacing decreasing. 

The time taken to calculate the u-surface is plotted against the inverse of the block 

size can be seen in Figure 5.9. It was found that the computational time increases 

exponentially with the inverse of the block size. 

In Figure 5.10 is a comparison between controllers designed for different P w( w) 

variances. From this graph we can see that the performance of the bang-bang 

controller is generally more robust, while there is no definite pattern between Pw(w) 

variance and perform'illce. This is further evidence that the surfaces generated are not 

optimal. However it could also have been that the number of samples (1500) taken 

was too small. 

In figures 5.11 to 5.14 the performance with respect of model uncertainty is 

examined. It should be noted that both controllers could control the system over most 

of the region defined by a 40% variation in both Mgt and [3. 

Figure 5.15 supports the idea that longer sampling time could result in more robust 

systems. This would be logical as the Cj regions developed would be larger than for 

longer time samples. 

It is seen in Figure 5.16 that the bang-bang controller implemented on the driven 

pendulum is faster than the u~surface controller. Figure 5.17 demonstrates that the u

surface controller is working as the fitness function envisaged (i.e. the states travel to 

the setpoint via monotonically decreasing regions). Figure 5.18 shows that the u

surface control inputs are similar to that of the bang-bang energy pump, while the 

states are in the region about the origin (see equation 5.1). 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and future development 

6.1 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results in this thesis. 

1. It was shown that u-surface control could be used to swing up a driven 

pendulum. 

2. The u-surface controller solution can be synthesised requiring only the model 

for the driven pendulum system and the probability disturbance of the output 

disturbance. 

3. The bang-bang controller has a shorter rise time and gave a more robust 

response. The reason for the lower performance of the u-surface controller 

was because the u-surface that was generated is sub-optimal. 
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4. Better performance can be obtained by reducing the size of the grid used, but 

the computational intensity increases exponentially with the inverse of the area 

of a domain from the grid. 

6.2 Future development 

Throughout the duration of this project a number of problems and improvements have 

been contemplated. These are: 

1. Solutions for the u-surface do not give optimal performance; a method that 

would increase the performance would be an overlapping set method. This 

method would not limit the u-surface to a surface but would allow the higher 

regions to overlap with the lower regions; this would result in the lower 

regions being more robust especially along the boundaries between regions. 

To avoid the overlapped regions becoming too large a method to trim the 

overlapping regions will have to be devised. This method could be built on 

the software already written. 

2. A major limiting factor to the performance of the u-surfaces and their 

computation is the use of a grid. A method employing splines to map the 

children of the higher regions should greatly improve the performance of the 

system. 

3. A method should be investigated to efficiently find the children of a region. 

This would decrease the computation required, to calculate the u-surface. 

4. The development of a method to incorporate the effect of input disturbances, 

noise and parasitics in the fitness function requires further study. 
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5. An investigation into the nature of the fitness function and alternative fitness 

functions is required. In particular methods where the fitness of higher 

regions contributes to the fitness of lower regions require further investigation. 

6. The method of cell mapping became known to the author two weeks before 

the hand in date. This method has a number of similarities with this control 

method and requires investigation before undertaking further development of 

this work. 
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Appendix A 

System descriptions 

In this project a number of control examples are given. These examples are given for 

the pendulum model described in Section 5.1.2, but with differing values for Mgl, fJ, 
Umax and the disturbances variance. The grid spacing and the optimisation technique 

also differ for different models. Some values were constant for all the examples, they 

were J 1, K = 1 and Umin = -Umax. KIJ was set to one during simulations and 

scaled when implemented on the actual pendulum, as KIJ = 0.014 for the pendulum). 

The different set-ups for the examples are given in Table A.I. 

Table A.l Systems used in examples in project 

System Mgt fJ I Umax Ts Disturb. Grid I Optimisation 

1 144 i 3.81 100 ! 0.03 0 0.023 I none 
! i 

I I 
1.557 i 

') 144 3.8 I, 1090 I 0.03 0 0.018 
i 

none ... 
i I 

I i 
0 1.245 

3 i 144 
i 

3.8 I 100 0.03 I 0 0.014 none 

I 

I i 
0.934 

I 
4 144 i 3.8

1 

100 i 0.03 i 0 0.009 none 

I I 
i 

I 
0.622 I 
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5 Pendulum I 0.03 

144 bang-bang 

144 , 3.8 100 0.03 1.5 Rsur.1_repl 

1.012 

144 100 0.03 0.3 0.023 RSUIn_repl I 

1.557 

144 3.8 : 100 0.03 0.3 0.019 RSUIn_repl 

10 144 i 3.8 100 0.03 0.3 Rsum_repl 

1.167 

11 144 3.8 i 100 0.03 0.3 0.014 ! Rsum_repl I 

0.973 

12 144 3.8 , 100 0.03 0.3 0.012 Rsum_repl 

0.778 

13 144 3.8 100 0.03 0.1 0.015 RSUIn_repl 

1.012 

14 144 , 3.8 100 0.03 0 0.015 RSUIn_repl 

1.012 

100 0.03 0.7 0.015 RSUIn_repl 

1.012 

0.015 Rsum_repl 

1.012 

100 0.03 1.5 0.015 RSUIn_repl 

1.012 

100 0.03 ! 0.3 0.015 

100 0.05 

1.012 

0.7 22 0.1 
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In Table A.I, the column labelled Disturb. stands for Disturbance, and it is the 

disturbance in both states of the system with the standard deviation equal to the 

number in the disturbance column multiplied by the grid spacing. 

The units used in the table for the grid spacing are radians and radians per second for 

the top and bottom number respectively. 
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Appendix B 

Sub-optimal solutions 

In Section 4.4.3 a number of optimisation techniques are developed because the 

previously implemented optimisation technique would fail to generate a satisfactory 

surface. In this chapter two cases are illustrated where a different optimisation 

technique was required to the one that was chosen. 

The case where constraints reduce the surface to a very small region with low fitness 

values is seen in Figure B.l and Figure B.2. 

c regions of pendulum 

30 

20 

10 

·1 0 

·20 

·2 -1 o 1 2 3 
theta [rad/s[ 

Fig. B. l Constraints reducing the size OfCi regions 
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G surface of pendulum 

30 
-------, 

20 

10 

·10 

·20 

·2 ·1 o 2 3 
theta I,ad/s l 

Fig.B.2 Constraints reducing the fitness of Cj region 

·2 ·1 o 
theta I,ad/sl 

Fig.B.3 Neighbouring regions with much higher fitness reduce size of Cj 

G surface of pendulum 

·10 

·20 

·30 '------' 
·2 ., o 2 3 

theta ],ad/sl 

Fig BA Neighbouring regions with much higher fitness reducing fitness of Cj 
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Appendix C 

Driven pendulum system 

The driven pendulum system is described in this section. The picture below describes 

the layout of the system. 

Fig C.l Photo of layout of the system 
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The motor is a Maxon Motor model S 2332-966-51-276-200, which is a DC motor 

with an integrated tachometer. The following are the relevant specifications of the 

motor: 

Table C.l Motor specifications: 

Nominal Voltage 

Starting Current 

Max. permissible speed 

Max. continuous current 

Max. continuous torque 

12 V 

3.78 A 

9200 rpm 

1.2 A 

27.60 rnNm 

The Motor was driven using an AB class amplifier containing TIP41 and TIP42 

power transistors. 

The input to the ADC was filtered though a low pass filter with a time constant of 

4.7ms. This limited the accuracy to which sampling of high frequency signals could 

be measured and filtered out noise. 

D302 Data Translation cards were installed in the computers, these had 12 bit 

resolution and a ± 1 OV input and output voltage range. The computer was a Pentium 

3, 930 MHz with] 28MB or RAM. 

The system was in place before this project began. The following changes were made 

to the system. 

A tachometer is attached to the motor but for the nature the measurement required a 

potentiometer was simpler to implement, and was more accurate than the tachometer. 

However the potentiometer did increase the damping in the system. A LF353N 

operational amplifier was applied to the output voltage of the potentiometer with a 

gain of -6.8. Thi& resulted in a voltage change of 2.95V for a 2n change in radians of 

the pendulum and a sensitivity of 0.0052 [radiADC count]. 

It was found that the measurements of the potentiometer were being disturbed when 

switching occurred. The reason for this was that the power supply current was limited 
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to lA and during switching the current would exceed this limit for a short period of 

time. This resulted in the voltage of the voltage supply to drop and affect the 

measurements output of the operational amplifier. To ensure that this was not 

affecting the measurement readings a separate power supply was used for the 

operational amplifier. Mr. Attfield found the source of this error. 

The region that the driven pendulum was operated in was not limited by the hard 

limits of the system. Instead, soft limits were imposed on the system, where the 

voltage to the motor was limited to ±1.92 V. 

To decrease the time required for the pendulum to travel from the rest position to the 

upright position, the weight was moved to the up most position on the pendulum rod. 

The purpose of this was to reduce the computational intensity required to calculate the 

u-surface controller. This resulted in the centre of pendulum being 18mm from the 

shaft of the motor, further increasing the effective damping of the system. 

After these changes to the system, the interface to Lab View was implemented using a 

Dynamic link library, which had been written by a previous student in Visual Basic. 

Then the controllers were implemented in Lab View. 
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Appendix D 

Model fitting of the driven pendulum 

The model of the driven pendulum was obtained by implementing the methods 

described in Section 5.1.2. The results of the model fitting are presented below. 

10 

-10 

Actual and model drop test results \is samples 

50 100 150 

sample [unit] 

- actual theta 
- actual dtheta 

200 

model theta 
model dtheta 

250 

Fig. D.l Actual and model results for drop test 

This model fitting was performed utilising the nonlinear least squares method, 

nonlinlsq that is a function in the Matlab optimisation toolbox. 
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Actual and model holding results lIS ADC counts 

0.2 

OJ 0 
::l 

1 
~ -0.2 

-0.4 

-0.6 

-0.8 L-_ --'--_ _ -'--_--'-__ -'-_----'-__ -'-_----''--

-400 -300 -200 -100 o 100 200 300 400 
ADC counts [units] 

Fig_ D.2 Actual and model results for holding test 

The deadband was chosen and the model fitting in Figure D.2 was done by least 

squares. 

25 

20 

15 

10 

Vi' 
'tl 
~ 

5 

'" 0; 0 
.t:: 
15 

-5 

-10 

-15 

-20 
-2 -1 .5 

Actual and model of pendulum in state space 

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 
theta [rad] 0 

1.5 2 2.5 

Fig. D.3 Fine-tuning model using bang-bang control of pendulum 

The model was fine-tuned by modelling the swing up of a bang-bang controller 

process, by adjusting the parameters a small amount until the dynamics of the system 

were similar. 
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U 

-5 

-10 

-15 

-20 

-3 -2 

Bang-bang control and actual control in state space 

-1 o 2 
theta [rad] 

-e- bang 
-+- actual 
- Uzero 

Urobus 
--- Umax 

3 4 

Fig_ DA Bang-bang control and actual control in state space 

Figure DA shows a number of examples of bang-bang control and the model used for 

the pendulum in state space. It was difficult to limit the error about the origin of the 

process. It was assumed that the cause of the poor modelling around the start of the 

pendulum was due to static friction which is ignored in the model. 
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Appendix E 

Errors betvveen G estimated with RD and Monte 

Carlo 

The G surface is calculated using the Monte Carlo method described in Section 4.4.1, 

(see Figure E.2) and is compared with the estimated G surface in Figure E.1 

calculated using RD. The results of the subtraction of the two surfaces are in Figure 

E.3 . The histograms for the surfaces and the difference are in Figure E.5 and Figure 

E.6 respectively. 

The number of domains with more than 10% error on the mean of the Monte Carlo 

estimated surface is over 50%. The reason for the very high error between the fitness 

surfaces is believed to be because of poor mapping between the Ci and Ci-l regions due 

to the irregular boundary of the Ci regions. Further work is required to reduce these 

errors. 
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G surface for estimate 
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Fig_ E.l G surface estimate calculated by RD (Sys_13) 

G surface for Monte Carlo method 
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Fig_ E.2 G calculated by Monte Carlo method (Sys_13) 

Surface of G estimate less G calculated using Monte Carlo 
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Fig_ E.3 G estimate less G calculated with Monte Carlo (Sys_13) 
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Histograph of G estimate and G surtace calculated with Monte Carlo 
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Fig. EA G estimate and G calculated using Monte Carlo 
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Fig. E.S G surface estimated less G calculated with Monte Carlo 
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Fig. E.6 Cj regions of model 
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